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We study a non-interacting quantum particle, moving on a one-dimensional,
which is subjected to repetitive measurements. We investigate the conse-
quence when such motion is interrupted and restarted from the same initial
configuration, known as the quantum resetting problem. We show that
such systems can be described by the time evolution under certain time-
dependent non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. We construct two such Hamiltoni-
ans and compare the results with the exact dynamics. Using this effective
non-Hermitian description we evaluate the timescale of the survival proba-
bility as well as the optimal resetting time for the system.

1 Introduction
Reaching the target at an optimal time is the most critical aspect in all branches of
science, technology, and economics. The tools and methods to optimize the time to
reach the target are well-studied in classical stochastic dynamics [1, 2]. The significant
discovery in the recent decade in classical stochastic dynamics is to restart (reset) the
process to expedite the hitting time [3, 4]. In the classical randomized algorithmic
studies, particularly Los Vegas algorithms, it has been shown that the resetting process
optimizes the termination of the algorithm (completion).

Quantizing the classical models has provided great insight and spurred progress in
the technological aspects. The inherent randomness in quantum mechanical formalism
offers an opportunity and a platform for a natural question to be set. Technolog-
ically, the emergence of the noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ)-era computers
and quantum thermodynamics necessitates all the tools to optimize the processes. Mea-
surement disturbance is the fundamental difference between classical and quantum dy-
namics which plays its role in studying the first detection process and any modifications.

The natural question addressed in the classical stochastic resetting scenario is to
optimize the mean first passage time. Studies on ‘Time’ in quantum theory have been
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debated from its inception [5]. The various notions like Mean First passage time, first
arrival time distribution, first detected time, etc has been debated extensively [6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Our work is concerned with the first detected time of the
particles under the quantum evolution as explored in the Ref [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. In
a parallel study, the random resetting of the quantum state to its initial state is been
studied as a process to generate non-equilibrium steady states, and the dynamics can
be modeled as an open quantum system dynamics [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].

In previous studies, [18, 17] it has been shown that the problem of a quantum par-
ticle moving on a lattice and subjected to repetitive measurements, can be effectively
described by the evolution under non-Hermitian Hamiltonians. Non-Hermitian Hamil-
tonians have been a subject of interest for the last few decades in various branches
of physics including open quantum systems, scattering theory, optics, and biological
systems [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], such systems have been experimentally realized as
well [38, 39]. Very recently in Ref. [40, 41], a similar problem of quantum detection
has been studied within the quantum resetting setup. Essentially the goal was to elim-
inate the dark states in the quantum first-detection problem [42]. It has been argued
that with an optimal resetting setup, the quantum walker performs much better than
the classical one, in the sense that the detection probability for the former is much
higher in comparison to the classical case for a given time. Here, our goal is to see
whether a non-Hermitian description can be found for the quantum resetting problems
as well. We answer the question affirmatively and show that indeed one can construct
time-dependent non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that describe the quantum measurement
problem within a sharp resetting set-up efficiently.

2 Quantum First Detection process
The first detection of a quantum particle along a lattice is fundamentally different
than its counterpart in the classical dynamics [17, 18, 19, 20]. In classical mechanics,
the state is unaffected by the measurement but in quantum theory the measurement
disturbs the state and thereby alters the trajectory. In otherwords, the measurement
is a non-unitary process. Consider that the dynamics of a quantum system in an one
dimensional lattice of length L is governed by the unitary operator U = e−iHt, where
H is the Hermitian operator called Hamiltonian of the system. We are interested in
measuring the statistics of particle detection at an arbitrary site D = |s〉〈s|. The
measurement M is defined as a set {D, I − D}, where I is an identity operator. For
simplicity, let’s denote B = I−D. If the state of the system is |Ψ〉, then the probability
of detecting the particle at s site is p = | 〈s|Ψ〉 |2 = 〈Ψ|D|Ψ〉, and the probability of
non-detection (survival probability) is P = 1− p = 〈Ψ|B|Ψ〉.

Let the initial state at time t = 0 be |Ψ0〉, and the state evolves under the unitary
operator Uτ at discrete time steps τ . The measurement is carried at every time instant
nτ , where n = 1, 2, · · ·N . For quantum detection, τ needs to be non-zero. Otherwise,
τ → 0 leads to freezing of the dynamics, and hence nothing will be detected. This is
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known as the quantum Zeno effect [43]. If the measurement happens at time t = nτ ,
let the unnormalized state be |Ψ±εn 〉 at t = nτ ± ε. ±ε indicates the small time just
after and before the measurement, respectively. Corresponding states at t = nτ is∣∣∣Ψ+ε

n

〉
= Ũn |Ψ0〉 ,

∣∣∣Ψ−εn 〉 = Uτ Ũ
n−1 |Ψ0〉 . (1)

Note that Ũ = BUτ and it is not unitary.
The survival probability at time t = nτ is

Pn =
〈
Ψ+ε
n

∣∣∣Ψ+ε
n

〉
= 〈Ψ0|Ũ †Ũ |Ψ0〉 . (2)

Hence, the probability of first detection at nth measurement can thus be estimated as:

pn = Pn−1 − Pn =
〈
Ψ−εn

∣∣∣D∣∣∣Ψ−εn 〉 . (3)

The amplitude and probability of the quantum first detection is Ψn = 〈s|Ψ−εn 〉 and
pn = |Ψn|2, respectively. The evolution of Ψn is governed by the following quantum
renewal equation [19],

Ψn = 〈s|U(nτ)|Ψ0〉 −
n−1∑
m=1
〈s|U [(n−m)τ ]|s〉Ψm. (4)

It is clear from Eqn. (4) that the first-hitting amplitude is equal to the measurement-free
transition amplitude 〈s|U(nτ)|Ψ0〉 subtracting the measurement-free return amplitude
〈s|Û [(n−m)τ ]|s〉 propagating from the prior first-hitting amplitude Ψm (m < n). Fi-
nally, the integrated detection probability up to time nτ is given by Pdet(n) = ∑n

n′=1 pn′ .

3 Model and Protocols
We study a system of fermions in a one-dimensional lattice of size L (L is chosen to be
an even number) described by the following tight-binding Hamiltonian:

H =
L−1∑
j=1

(c†jcj+1 + H.c.)

(5)

where c†j (cj) is the Fermionic creation (annihilation) operator at site j, nj = c†jcj is the
number operator. We choose our initial state to be |Ψ0〉 = c†L/2|0〉 (electron is located at
the L

2 -th site in the lattice), let it evolve under the Hamiltonian H. We set a detector
at |s〉 site, the unitary evolution Uτ = e−iHτ is repeatedly interrupted by projective
measurements D = |s〉〈s| at time interval τ , 2τ , 3τ , · · · .

We follow the sharp restart strategy, and whenever t = tr = rτ , we set the system
to its initial state |Ψ0〉. If the particle is detected before the restart time, the process
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stops and calculates its time of first detection, else the particle evolves till retsart time
and reset to its initial state. If tf is the first detection time, the mean first detection
time (MFDT) under restart can be expressed as 〈tf〉r = τ 〈nf〉 with nf = rR+ ñ. nf is
the number of measurements carried until first detecting the particle with R ≥ 0 is the
number of restarts, and 1 ≤ ñ ≤ r. By definition, R = [(n− 1)/r] with [...] means the
integer part, and ñ = n − rR = 1 + mod(n − 1, r). Now, the quantum first detection
probability with restart can be written as:

p(r)
n = (1− Pdet(r))Rpñ. (6)

Consequently, the MFDT reads as [44],

〈tf〉r =
∞∑
n=1

nτF (r)
n = rτ

[1− Pdet(r)]
Pdet(r)

+
r∑

ñ=1
(ñτ) pñ

Pdet(r)
.

(7)

We consider a sharp restart technique in the present study because of two reasons: (a)
it is found to be most efficient in reducing the completion time of a search process in
both classical and quantum mechanical setup [44, 40], and (b) it is easy to implement
in a dynamics with discrete time steps.

4 Effective non-Hermitian model
Unitary evolution followed by the measurement can be modeled as time evolution under
an effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. They are not unique. In the following sub-
sections, we discuss how to construct such non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in two different
ways.

4.1 Model I
Given the detector is placed at site s, with detection operator D = |s〉〈s| and the
complementary operator B = I −D, and the Hamiltonian in Eq. (5) can be rewritten
as,

H = HS + V , (8)
where HS =

∑
j 6=s,s−1

(c†jcj+1 + H.c.), and V = (c†s−1cs + c†scs+1 + H.c.).
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Expanding the effective evolution operator Ū = Be−iHtB to second order in τ one
gets [18],

Ū = B

[
I − iHτ − τ 2

2 H
2 + . . .

]
B

= I − iHSτ −
τ 2

2 H
2
S −

τ 2

2
∑
l,m

Vl,sVs,mc
†
l cm + . . .

= e−iH
0
eff τ +O(τ 3),

where H0
eff = HS + Veff , and Veff = −iτ2

∑
l,m

Vl,αVα,mc
†
l cm .

Given the only non-zero elements of the matrix, V are Vs,s−1 = Vs−1,s = Vs,s+1 =
Vs+1,s = 1, the effective non-Hermitian is given by,

H0
eff =

∑
j 6=s,s−1

(c†jcj+1 + H.c.) − iτ
2 (c†s−1cs+1 + H.c.)− iτ

2 (ns−1 + ns+1) (9)

We will refer to this effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian as model I in the rest of the
manuscript.

4.2 Model II
The second model, which we call as Model II, in which a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
with a large imaginary potential [45, 18] is used. We follow the formalism derived in
Ref. [45], according to which the effective Hamiltonian contains a non-Hermitian on-site
term −iΓ at the site where the detector is placed (Γ being a dimensionless and positive
real number) which leads to a non-unitary evolution. Assuming that Γ� 1 and τ � 1,
one can develop a second-order perturbation theory in these quantities and show that
the effective non-Hermitian can mimic the system if τΓ = 2. The effective Hamiltonian
is given by,

H0
eff = H + ΓH ′ where H ′ = −ic†scs, (10)

where H is the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (5). The effective non-Hermitian Hamilto-
nian is given by,

H0
eff =

∑
j

(c†jcj+1 + H.c)− 2i
τ
c†scs. (11)

5 Effective non-Unitary evolution for resetting
In this section, our goal is to derive the effective Hamiltonian for quantum resetting.
We assume that resetting time is tr, given that without resetting the system can be
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Figure 1: (a) and (b) show the variation of Pdet with time T for different values of τ . Broken lines
correspond to exact dynamics. Solid lines in (a) and (b) correspond to non-Hermitian dynamics
for the model I and model II respectively.

described by a non-unitary evolution where underlying effective Hamiltonian is non-
Hermitian ((9) and (11)), the survival probability P at time tr is given by (assuming
the initial state Ψ0〉),

P (tr) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
†
eff

tre−iHeff tr |Ψ0〉. (12)

The survival probability after a time trR+ t (R represents the number of time resetting
has already taken place), where t < tr, is given by,

P (Rtr + t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
†
eff

te−iHeff t|Ψ0〉[P (tr)]R. (13)

Let’s first consider the R = 1 case. The survival probability at time tr + t is P (tr +
t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH

†
eff

te−iHeff t|Ψ0〉[P (tr)] = 〈Ψ1|eiH
†
eff

te−iHeff t|Ψ1〉, where |Ψ1〉 =
√
P (tr)|Ψ0〉.

One can re-write this as,

P (tr + t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
1†
eff

te−iH
1
eff t|Ψ0〉,

where

H1
eff = H0

eff + i

2t ln |〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−iH
0
eff t|Ψ0〉|

∑
j

nj.

(14)

Similarly, it is straightforward to check that, for arbitrary R and at a time Rtr + t the
survival probability reads as,

P (Rtr + t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
R†
eff

te−iH
R
eff t|Ψ0〉,
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Figure 2: (a) shows the variation of δPR (see Eqn. (18)) with R (number of resetting) for different
values of τ . Open symbols (filled symbols) correspond to δPR where Heff is taken to be model II
(model I). (b) shows the variation of survival probability P (T ) with time T for different resetting
time tr and τ = 0.25. Solid lines are analytical prediction P (T ) ∼ e−T/Ts , where Ts = trα

−1 is
obtained from the model II.

where

HR
eff = H0

eff + iR

2t ln |〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−iH
0
eff t|Ψ0〉|

∑
j

nj.

(15)

Assuming α = − ln |〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−iH
0
eff t|Ψ0〉| > 0, the survival probability at time Rtr+t

can be written as,

P (Rtr + t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

t−Rα2
∑

j
nje−H

0
eff t−

Rα
2
∑

j
nj |Ψ0〉.

Given [H0
eff ,

∑
j nj] = [H0†

eff ,
∑
j nj] = 0,

P (Rtr + t) = 〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−H
0
eff te−Rα

∑
j
nj |Ψ0〉

= e−αR〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−H
0
eff t|Ψ0〉.

(16)

This ensures that in the limit R → ∞, P (Rtr + t) → 0, which implies Pdet → 1.
It also proves that the survival probability goes to zero with increasing time T as
P (T ) ∼ e−T/Ts , where Ts = trα

−1 can be identified as a survival timescale.
Given that Ts provides a time scale for survival, the optimal resetting time t∗r is the

one, for which Ts is the minimum. It implies,

t∗r = min
tr

1
tr

ln |〈Ψ0|eiH
0†
eff

te−iH
0
eff t|Ψ0〉|. (17)
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Figure 3: (a) shows the variation of MFDT with tr for different values of τ . (b) shows the variation
−α/tr with tr for different values of τ , where α is obtained from the effective models. Broken
lines correspond to model II and solid lines correspond to model I.

6 Numerical Results
First, we compare our exact results with two effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
(model I and model II). For all our numerical calculations in this manuscript, we choose
L = 500, and the position of the detector is set to be at the site s = L/2 + 10. Given
it has been argued that the non-Hermitian Hamiltonians constructed here, are effective
descriptions of the exact dynamics only in the small τ limit, we compare our results
in Fig. 1 for different values of τ and plot Pdet vs T . We find that indeed for small τ ,
the non-Hermitian dynamics can mimic the exact dynamics brilliantly. However, as τ
increases the comparison becomes worse. In order to quantify it, we define a quantity,

δPR(R) = τ

tr

∑
(R−1)tr<T≤Rtr

|P exact
det − PHeff

det |. (18)

Now depending on how small δPR(R) is, we can conclude our effective non-Hermitian
description is that much accurate. Figure. 2a clearly demonstrate that δPR decreases
as we increase τ . That is expected from the construction of Heff . However, Fig. 2a also
suggests that model II works better compared to the model I, given for fixed τ , δPR for
model II (data shown in open symbols) are much smaller than the model I data (data
shown in filled symbols). Next, we also study how the survival probability behaves
with time. Figure. 2b shows the variation of the survival probability P (T ) with time
for different values of resetting time tr. It shows an exponential decay P (T ) ' e−T/Ts

(results in Fig. 2b shown in the semi-log scale). Using the effective non-Hermitian
description, we predicted in the previous section that the survival time-scale Ts = trα

−1.
Solid lines in Fig. 2b correspond to P (T ) ' e−αT/tr (where α is obtained using model
II), they match brilliantly with the exact dynamics.

Finally, we study the mean first detection time (MFDT) and estimate optimal re-
setting time. While studying exact dynamics, MFDT can be calculated using Eqn. (7).
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The optimal reset time t∗r corresponds to the resetting for which MFDT is minimum.
The question is whether one can obtain t∗r from the effective non-Hermitian dynamics.
In the previous section, we derived a condition to obtain t∗r from the non-Hermitian
dynamics (see Eqn. (17)), Fig. 3 is a numerical validation of our finding. Figure. 3a
shows the variation MFDT with tr for different values of τ . We find that the minimum
occurs around t∗r ' 6.5, which corresponds to the optimal resetting time. Figure. 3b
shows the variation of −α/tr with tr for both effective models. Indeed, we find that the
minimum corresponds once again around t∗r ' 6.5. Interestingly, in Fig. 1a, it was ob-
served that for τ = 1, model I fails to describe the exact dynamics efficiently, however,
it still predicts optimal resetting time quite efficiently even for τ = 1.

7 Conclusions
We show that the quantum detection within a resetting set-up can be modeled as time
evolution under a time-dependent non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. We have demonstrated
it for one-dimensional tight-binding Hamtiontian where the detector was placed at a
single site. Such effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is not unique, we have constructed
two such Hamiltonians and compared them with exact dynamics. While by construction
the effective description is much more accurate in small τ limits, surprisingly we find one
of them (which we refer to as model II) works much better than the other (model I) even
relatively large τ . These non-Hermitian descriptions allow us to predict the survival
time scale analytically and it is also straightforward to see that without resetting the
probability of detection is less than 1 but resetting ensures confirmed detection in the
long time limit. Moreover, we also demonstrate how the optimal resetting time can be
computed from the effective non-Hermitian dynamics.

In the future, it may be interesting to look at many-body interacting systems and
investigate the effect of quantum resetting in the context of repetitive quantum mea-
surements [46]. Moreover, this effective description can be extremely useful to under-
stand the role of entanglements in quantum resetting and also to study the effect of
measurements of observable other than the position.
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